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Cal Poly Plan being redirected by steering committee
Student vote leaves
committee looking
for a 'Plan B'
«

By Mott Lazier
Daily Staff Writer

Last week’s referendum results did not
spell the end for the Poly Plan; the Steering
Committee m ust now decide where to allo
cate existing funds.
“We’ll take what little money we have
and make it go as far as it can,” ASI
President Steve McShane said. “The plan
will continue, but at a slower pace.”
According to Juan Gonzalez, vice presi
dent for student affairs, the Steering
Committee has yet to develop an alternate
funding plan, now that the students have
voted down fee increases that would have
generated nearly $10 million.
“No one has identified a Plan ‘B’ as of
yet,” Gonzalez said. “Someone asked me
th at on Monday, as if we could ju st do it
overnight. It is a very complicated process.
But, we have complete commitment from
all constituencies to move forw..i’d.
The Steering Committee’s first priority
right now is determining which of the over
100 requests for proposals (RFP) it’s
received should get funding.
These RFPs are proposals from individ

uals or units within the university
designed to allocate the revenue from last
year’s Poly Plan fee increase that was
already approved, according to the Cal Poly
World Wide Web Page.
According to Steering Committee mem
ber Irene Hoffman, the university still has
$2.1 million raised from last year’s fee
increase. Financial aid will take up
$700,000 of this money, and another $1
million is set aside for 16 new faculty posi
tions for the fall 1997 quarter.
This leaves $400,000 to fund 135 RFPs,
ranging in cost from $2,500 to more than
$600,000. According to Hoffman and
Gonzalez, the discrepancy between those
two figures is huge.
“I believe the total of the proposals is
$9.7 million,” Gonzalez said. “And the unal
located am ount (from student fees) is
$400,000. So, there is quite an appetite
there.”
Many of the proposals on the table are
requests for second-year funding for pro
posals approved last year, Hoffman said.
The dilemma for the Steering
Committee now is to decide which projects
are worthy for immediate funding.
“They are all great projects,” Hoffman
said. “They all have merit and they all
reach different constituencies. It is a real
challenge for the Steering Committee to
develop criteria.”
But Gonzalez expressed doubt about

One dead, one unconscious in
apparent cult suicide imitation
By Dano Colvo
Associated Press

ENCINITAS, Calif. - A former Heaven’s
Gate member was found dead and another
unconscious Tuesday inside a hotel room
where authorities said they attempted to
imitate the cult’s mass suicide.
The body of Wayne Cooke, 54, of Las
Vegas and an unconscious Chuck
Humphrey, 56, of Denver were found by
deputies at 12:25 p.m. after the San Diego
County SherifTs Department received a
phone call from CBS reporter Lesley Stahl,
who had spoken with Cooke’s daughter,
said Sgt. Don Crist.
Near both men were purple shrouds
sim ilar to those on the bodies of 39
Heaven’s Gate members found March 26 at
a rented Rancho Santa Fe mansion, Crist
said. The men were wearing black pants
and black Nike shoes.
‘They did have a note similar to the one
that was found at Heaven’s Gate, suggest
ing they were going to meet with their
leader on the other side of the comet and
suggesting suicide,” Crist said.
Humphrey was taken to a hospital
where he was listed in critical condition.
Cooke was married to Suzanne Sylvia
Cooke, who committed suicide with the
other members in March. In an interview
on CBS’ *’60 Minutes” after the suicide, he
said he wished he could join the group.

*’I wish I had the strength to have stuck
it out and gotten stronger and continued to
be a part of th at crew,” he said.
Cooke said he was an "off and on”
adherent for 23 years, but did not say why
he left.
At a San Diego news conference last
month, Humphrey said he left after grow
ing impatient.
*’I left the group becau.se it had been 15
years, because many of the things we were
told were going to happen didn’t,” he .said.
“’I got tired of waiting.”
Cooke’s daughter, Kelly, received a Fed
Ex package stating her father and a friend
were in the San Diego area planning U)
commit suicide using the same concoction
used in the earlier suicides.
Ms. Cooke called Ms. Stahl, who then
contacted sherifTs deputies, Crist said. Ms.
Cooke was uncooperative and spoke only in
generalities, he said.
She believed they would either take
their lives at the Rancho Santa Fe mansion
or near the beach, Crist said. Deputies
were able to track the package to the
Holiday Inn Express in Encinitas, about
four miles from the mansion.
Robert W. Clarke, owner of the Holiday
Inn, said two men checked into Room 222
about 2:20 p.m. Monday and paid $59 to
stay one night.
See CULT page 9

many of the larger proposals.
“I don’t believe th at we will make any
new faculty positions, outside of the 16 th at
were already approved,” Gonzalez said.
“And odds are th at some of the proposals
with higher costs will not be approved.”
The committee hopes to decide on these
proposals by the end of the quarter,
Hoffman said.
“We have a commitment to these people
who have the proposals together,” Hoffman
said. “We want to be able to tell them yes or
no by summer.”
The Steering Committee will meet
today at 5 p.m. in the Administration build
ing, room 409, to discuss these RFPs and

decide if new criteria should be created,
Gonzalez said.
However, the final decision for these
RFPs does not rest with the Steering
Committee, Hoffman said. The proposals
must pass through a review committee con
sisting of college deans, students, faculty,
staff and the appropriate college dean and
university vice-president.
“Of course, the ultimate decision does
rest with President (Warren) Baker,”
Hoffman said.
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Sister testifies that McVeigh warned:
Army drill sergeant
sentenced to 2 5 years ‘Something big is going to happen’
for raping trainees
By Michael Fleeman
Associated Press

By David Disimeo«
Associflled Press

ABERDEEN
PROVING
GROUND, Md. - An Army drill
sergeant who faced life in prison
for raping six trainees was sen
tenced Tuesday to 25 years in a
case that led to investigations of
sexual misconduct at U.S. mili
tary bases worldwide.
Staff Sgt. Delmar G. Simpson
stood calmly to hear his sentence
and hugged his mother, Edna,
after it was imposed. He left the
courtroom with his arm around
his wife’s shoulders.
His attorney, Frank J.
Spinner, said he will appeal and
blamed the case on racial bias,
though race was barely men
tioned during the court-martial.
“If you’re an AfricanAmerican drill sergeant in the
Army, you’re an endangered
species,” he said. “If you’re an
African-American drill sergeant,
any woman who you go behind
closed doors with can turn into a
rape claim ”
Simpson is black and most of
his accusers are white. Most of
the drill sergeants at Aberdeen,
30 miles northeast of Baltimore,
are black, as are 11 other staff
members charged with sexual
misconduct.
The jury of two black men,
three white men and one white
woman convicted Simpson a
week ago and took about 2 1/2
hours to reach a decision on his
sentence for 18 counts of rape
and 29 other offenses, mostly

other forms of sexual miscon
duct.
The jury also ordered
Simpson dishonorably dis
charged at the reduced rank of
private, forfeiting all pay and
pension benefits.
Maj.
Gen.
John
E.
Longhouser, commander of
Aberdeen Proving Ground where
Simpson worked, must approve
the sentence. He may reduce it
but not add to it. TTie sentence
also will be automatically
reviewed by the U.S. Army Court
of Criminal Appeals.
Some women’s advocates con
sidered the sentence lenient.
“If he were a civilian, he
would not be sentenced to 25
years. He would be considered a
serial rapist and would receive
life in prison,” said retired Air
Force Lt. Col. Karen Johnson,
vice president of the National
Organization for Women.
Others said the verdict sent a
message that the military won’t
tolerate sexual misconduct.
“This should be a flare in the
night,” said Lt. Col. Gabriel
Riesco, chief of staff for the
school a t Aberdeen. “Those
sergeants and instructors out
there trolling instead of training
should think twice.”
The case prompted investiga
tions into sexual misconduct at
U.S. military bases worldwide. A
sexual harassment hot line set
up by the Army last November
received more 1,243 complaints
by late April.
See SENTENCE page 9

DENVER - Timothy McVeigh
left a computer message warning
that federal agents would “swing
in the wind one day” and wrote his
sister ju st weeks before the
Oklahoma bombing that ‘’some
thing big is going to happen,” she
testified Tuesday.
Jennifer McVeigh told jurors
she followed her brother’s instruc
tions to burn his letter, which
promised “something big is going
to happen in the month of the
bull,” an astrological reference to
either April or May.
“Did he ever tell you what that
something was?” asked prosecutor
Beth Wilkin.son.
“No,” Ms. McVeigh replied.

“And you never asked?”
“No.”
On April 19, 1995, a truck
bomb exploded outside the down
town Oklahoma City federal
building, killing 168 people and
injuring more than 500 in the
deadliest act of terrorism on U.S.
soil
After she heard about her
brother’s arrest two days after the
blast, Ms. McVeigh said she
burned clippings he had given her
from ‘’The Turner Diaries,” a racist
novel that prosecutors say was a
blueprint for the bombing.
“Why did you burn them ?”
Wilkinson asked.
“I was scared,” said Ms.
McVeigh, who has acknowledged
she shared some of her brother’s
anti-government views.

Testifying under immunity for
2 1/2 hours over two days, Ms.
McVeigh generally spoke in calm,
even tones - sometimes sounding
practiced. She entered the court
room smiling broadly at her broth
er, and mouthed the words, “Good
morning.” He smiled back.
But the demeanor of the 23year-old college student changed
dram atically when she spoke
about her intense eight-day inter
rogation by FBI agents, who told
her she could face the death penal
ty if she didn’t cooperate. Her
voice cracked and she began cry
ing into a white tissue.
Under cross-examination, she
said she was questioned in a room
plastered with poster-sized pic
tures of herself and her brother.
See McVEIGH page 8

Californians divided on gay, lesbian issues
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - While
Californians are almost evenly
divided on their acceptance of
homosexuality, the majority think
gay domestic partners deserve
legal recognition, according to a
Field Poll released 'Tuesday.
Pollsters found th at 45 percent
of those questioned believe samesex relationships are wrong,
while 38 percent believe such
relationships are never wrong
and 9 percent believe they are
sometimes wrong.
Despite the split, 67 percent of
those polled favored legal recogni

USEYOURHAND

tion of family rights for domestic
partners. And nearly 69 percent
favored granting, child custody
rights to a gay or lesbian parent if
the court finds him or her fit to
care for the child in all other
ways. The latter marks a signifi
cant shift in public opinion in the
last two decades, pollsters said.
Still, 56 percent of the
California public disapproves of
same-sex marriage and the laws
th at would allow th at type of
union. And 49 percent favor a
state law barring recognition of
same-sex marriages from other
states.
Meanwhile,
38
percent

Woman's death raises
questions about diet pill
By John Hendren
Associated Press

MAKE YOUR MARK
ON TH E FUTURE!

1997 ASI ELECTIONS

approve of same-sex marriage,
also an increase over the past 20
years, pollsters said.
Other poll results found that
41 percent of Californians believe
gay rights leaders are pushing too
fast, while 39 percent perceive the
pace is about right.
Of those surveyed, 67 percent
also said they have no personal
identification with the lesbian
and gay community.
The San Francisco-based Field
Institute conducted the survey in
February among 1,045 California
adults. The margin of error was
plus or minus 3.5 percent.

NEW YORK - The death of a
Massachusetts woman who took
diet drugs to fit into her wedding
dress has increased scrnitiny of an
unapproved but widely used drug
cocktail known as “fen-phen.”
Before Mary Linncn of Quincy,
Mass., died in February from a

heart and lung disorder, drug
maker Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories
Inc. warned doctors th at taking
its appetite suppressant, fenflu
ramine, with the competing phentermine is “not recommended.”
The
Food and
Drug
Adm inistration
has
never
approved the combination, but
See DEATH page 9

OOPS! Corrrections from Tuesdays Daily
(heyy we*re only human).
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M ustang D aily regrets an error in the caption on the
M ay 5 Wildflower trash photos fo u n d on page 5. The
caption incorrectly stated that the photographer o f the
photographs was Joe Johnston. In reality the creative ph o
tographer was Maureen M cDowell. (Were sorry Maureen, we
should have known such good photos could only be shot by you!)

Mustang D aily also regrets an error in the story about
Holocaust Rememberence day sponsored by Hillel. The

Science and M ath

U niversity U n io n Plaza

Vote Today
8-4:30

article incorrectly stated that “the audience watched as
the Libyan arm y started shooting amongst unarm ed pro
testors. " In reality, it was a Serbian army, not a Libyan.
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Fraternity blends music and philanthropy for outdoor festival
By Adrienne Gross
Daily Staff Writer

In its fourth year, the outdoor
music festival Polypalooza 4 will
take its fundraising efforts and
lineup of local and hig-name
bands to the grassy field at the
San Luis Obispo Elks Lodge on
May 17.
All profits from the annual
concert, sponsored by Sigma Nu
fraternity, go directly to the San
Luis Obispo County AIDS
Support Network (ASN), which
strives to improve the quality of
life for county residents associat
ed with and suffering from AIDS.
“All money made above our
operational
costs,
(about
$20,000), goes to the AIDS
Support
Network,”
said
Polypalooza C hairm an Ryan
Griswold. “We hope to raise about
$5,000 this year, but th at’s a very
conservative figure.”
ASN volunteer coordinator
Edie Kahn said all the money will
go toward the general support of
the agency including rent, food
and costs of their other program
ming made available to about 100
clients. The ASN will also have a
booth set up at Polypalooza 4 with
information about ASN, AIDS and
safe sex. They will also pass out
free condoms.
“The best thing (about
Polypalooza) is that the educa
tional opportunity has been made
available for us to talk to an atrisk age group. Everything is real
up-front at the event including
where the money is going,” she
said.
Kahn added that the publicity
and
attention
gained
by
Polypalooza is more than they
could hope for, and ASN appreci
ates the amount of work put in by
members of Sigma Nu.

“Sigma Nu estimated
that almost 3,000 man
hours are put in to set up
and coordinate this
event from the Tshirts to the bands and
the publicity,” Kahn said.
“Sigma Nu called (ASN)
about three years ago and
said, ‘We want to do this
as a benefit.’ (Members)
chose a charity th a t
m eant som ething to
them, and perhaps, they
felt was under-served in
the community.”
Griswold said Sigma
Nu hopes to draw big
crowds with the headlin
er, Dishwalla, famed for
its hit single, “Counting
Blue Cars.” Many have
seen the group’s video
taped at MTV’s summer
beach house. Recently,
the band played at the
Santa B arbara Bowl’s
Daily file photo by Mouieen McDowell
concert benefiting the
Community Environment Local band Itchy McGuirk will once again liven up the stage at this year's annual Polypalooza concert on May 17.
Council. Also performing
were
Perry
F arrell’s
Last year’s headlining act. The bigger crowds, Griswold said.
with either Sigma Nu or the AIDS
Porno For Pyros and fellow Santa Tories, signed a record deal April
“Last
year,
we
had Support Network. We do not
Barbara natives, Summercamp.
28 with N2K (Need To Know) (Polypalooza) on Mother’s Day receive any of the profits from the
“Dishwalla and Summercamp Records.
weekend. We lost a lot of (fami beer garden,” Griswold said.
are not necessarily a Bow'l show,
“In April 1996, (The Tories) lies) and nice children, who were “(The beer garden) is part of the
which is why we added Porno For headlined at Polypalooza. Being home with their moms,” he said.
agreement in order to use the
Pyros. In the last six or seven
in Los Angeles, everyone is too
Despite support from campus Elks Field.”
months, though, (Dishwalla) has
cool for school, but in San Luis and ASN, some community mem
The beer and the crowd starts
come a long way,” said Sam
bers
are
not
too
happy
about
the
flowing in at 11 a.m. with bands
Scranton, the Santa Barbara Obispo, it feels like you’re really
event’s
beer
garden
provided
by
putting
on
a
show
for
a
lot
of
ener
tuning up at noon. Mr. Fabulous
Bowl’s general manager. “They
the
Elk’s
Lodge.
Last
year.
Sigma
gized
and
great
fans,”
said
David
should do well at a smaller venue
starts off the day, followed by
C hristensen, m anager of The Nu tried to visit area schools to
like San Luis Obispo.”
A llstar and Itchy McGuirk.
promote Polypalooza and AIDS
Sigma Nu recruited Dishwalla Tories.
Veteran-palooza band. The Tories,
Other bands participating in awareness, but because of the
to this year’s event by putting out
hits the stage before the final sen
an open casting call to various tal Polypalooza 4 are Itchy McGuirk, beer garden they stopped after
A llstar and Mr. Fabulous. receiving complaints from a visit sation of the festival, Dishwalla.
ent agencies, Griswold said.
Tickets are sold at the Cal Poly
“(Dishwalla) liked the cause Griswold expects a larger turnout to San Luis Obispo High Sch(M)l.
and were willing to come for a than last year, when Sigma Nu
“The Elk’s Lodge is the sepa ticketing office. Boo Boo Records
nominal fee compared to their donated about $1,000 to the ASN. rate third-party vendor of the and The Wherehouse for $15 pre
normal rate,” Griswold said.
This year’s bands promise to draw beer garden. It has nothing to do sale and $18 at the gate.
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P rotestors
taking aim
at Nike
By Susanna Ray
The Doily ( li. of Woshington)

^ te n n e r

RATES AS LOW AS $ 4 5 9 . 0 0 PER MONTH
in c lu d e s ...
• SHARED ROOM**
• COMPUTER LAB
• SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
• TV LOUNGE/BIG SCREEN TV

• 7 MEALS PER WEEK
• STUDY HALLS/TUTORING
• HEATED POOL
• HOUSEKEEPING ASSISTANCE

(*on our convenient 9 payment plan

• MAJOR UTILITIES
• FITNESS CENTER
• REC ROOM
• BASKETBALL C O U R T

**private rooms available)

T o u rs D a i l y 9am -

5pm

1050 Foothill Blv(d. • 544-4540 • www.stennerglen.com

(U-WIRE) SEATTLE — Three
giant gangly puppets, each at
least 15 fi*et high, towered above
crowds at the Niketown promo
tion night bt'fore the Seattle
M anners game Saturday evening.
At first glance they provided
an almj)st festive atm osphere,
with the Mariners band playing
just inside Gate D at the
Kingdome.
Their message, however, was
anything hut festive.
Alhiut 25 proU'sters, including
five l^W students, rallied against
Nike’s lalxir practices. Nike has
come under fire lately for the p<M»r
working conditions, low wages
and u.se of child labor in its shcK*
factories in countries such as
Indonesia.
“I,m protesting the fact that
INikel and other companii's like
Reehok are using child labor aiul
paying wagi's that are basically
starving people, just because they
can do it legally in other coun
tries," said Rachel Freund, a I'W
freshman pre-major. “And they
pay sports celebrities tons of
money, which is just bullshit."
See N IK E page 8
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Plan, football and Supporting the Plan, but blasting the survey
Whiteley limping
-fHl5 A J O K T /
on last legs
B y J o n n y V a n d a i.

Well the Poly Plan vote came in with a
bang and left the ballot limping. The plan
isn’t completely dead, President Baker
and the rest of ASI can still breath some
life into it, if they want. One thing is sure,
students didn’t buy the fee increase that
they were trying to shove down our
throats, (jkxxl for those who voted no.
Contrary to the opinion stated by one Poly
Plan supporter that those of us who voted
against it are stupid, I would say they are
very smart.
For years governments have been forc
ing their way on the people with increased
taxes to pay for programs, and they never
deliver. This time, the students stood up
and said “no way.” Even though a majori
ty support the goals of the plan, as do I,
the method of funding the project needs to
be researched more. I urge Steve
McShane and the rest of the plan support
ers to go back the drawing board and
.search for new methods of funding.
The plan itself is an example of kx)king
toward the future and finding new solu
tions to old problems, but the creators of
the plan decided to use old methods of
funding. You guys up on the hill are
smarter than that. If you try real hard I’m
sure you can find innovative methods of
funding just as you have found innovative
solutions to the problems facing Cal Poly.
On to the football front. Cal Poly’s new
head football coach was plucked down
from Atascadero and I don’t think those
making the decision thought about it very
long. There had to have been more quali
fied people than a high school football
coach. If not, at least move one of the
assistants up to fill the spot. At least he
would already have Division I-AA experi
ence. But a high school coach? No offense
to the locals around here but your high
school programs are way down in the divi
sions of California high school sports.
Granted, the teams are good in their divi
sions, but look at the divisions. I feel sorry
for the guys who have to put up with his
high school ways on the field. These play
ers are men now, not kids.
One of his assistants has already quit
because of coaching differences. Booker
said in the Tblegram-Tribune that he and
Welsh didn’t see eye-to-eye on coaching
methods. Booker also mentioned that he
spoke to some of his pet*rs at other col
leges and even some pro coaches. When
he mentioned what Welsh was doing, they
all laughed. Unfortunately, I don’t think
our team will be laughing after an 0-11
record. Well, who knows? My con.spiracy
friends keep telling me the whole thing is
a plot to do away with Poly f(M)thiill alto
gether. This is a g(K)d start.
Sp<‘aking of a gixxl sUirt, that “other”
ASI presidentiid candidate is NOT off to
one. Jed W’hiteley unkindly decided not to
show up to the txlitors’ little interview ses
sion Sunday night. I dunno, maybe he
was still « “Covering f«)m a wild
Wildflower, or practicing his keg stands or
.something. Also f«)m the MIA file,
Whiteley decided not to attend the CPTV
candidate debate, either.
Maybe he ju.st plain forgot it was
Sunday. I can’t imagine all those keg
.stands do an>1hing gfH>d for the short
term memory. It’s to») bad the guy is play
ing mysU'rv' man, becaust“ it would have
lx*en nice to see a serious contender from
outside of the ASI ranks. But, unfortu
nately, Ji'd scM'ms to 1h“ lost in a pixil of
(Vxirs. He says he wouldn’t want to lx‘ a
“shitty president,” but he sun; is Stirling
off on the wrong fixit by being a shitty
candidatt*.
Until next time, pat your head and rub
your belly at the same time.
Jonny Vandal

Editor,
Having been slightly misquoted last
week, I thought I might add some perspec
tive to the recent outcome of the “advisory
referendum.” I strongly agree with Alan
Dunton that the decision of 75.3 percent of
the polled .students to reject the fee
increase is incredibly short sighted and
even immature. These same students will
have a Cal Poly undergraduate degree for
approximately 50 years after graduation
(statistically speaking). The quality and
reputation of that degree therefore affects
many aspects of these lives for a long
time. Furthermore, and somewhat para
doxically, if a university improves its acad
emic reputation, then even distant gradu
ates gain that increased prestige. I know
that I have personally benefited from this
phenomenon.
In addition, the opportunity cost of
being here for four years as opposed to
being in the work force with a high school
diploma for the same amount of time is
approximately $100,000. This makes the
size of the fee increase quite literally triv
ial when compared to other costs already
imposed.
Although the data do not support this
type of analysis, I would love to see a
cross-tabulation between parental support
of the fee increase (78.9 percent) versus
student support (23.8 percent). I know
that there are students who support them
selves and have to earn a wage to stay in
school, but 1 suspect that a great many
here are substantively supported by the
same parents that have a long-term per
spective on the value of a first rate under
graduate education and are therefore will
ing to support a trivial increment in costs.
Now having said all that, the “advisory
referendum” was quite literally a joke.
From the perspective of survey research
and data analysis, my area of teaching
and research, there was little or no scien
tific value in the instrument. Whether the
two versions were deliberately manipula
tive or simply incompetently constructed
is an open question. We go to great
lengths to recruit and enroll intelligent
and analytical young people, so why treat
these same individuals as stupid when
applying an attitudinal measure?
Survey research is a m ature and devel
oped sub-field of political science, sociolo
gy, marketing research, psychology and
economics. The basic principles are readily
understood and applied. Given this and
the fact that these disciplines are repre
sented here by faculty with advanced
degrees, why was the instrum ent con-

ViXlifO

structed so poorly? To give a concrete
example, I saw one analysis where a mean
average was calculated from Likert scale
data. Since a Likert scale is an ordinal
measure (the distance between ordered
points is unknown), then a mean average
is literally useless and misleading. As a

^(ST\hje>
^007}\

result of seeing these types of procedures,
I suspect that a reasonable proportion of
the “outcomes” were due to the quality of
the methodology.
J e ff G ill
P o litica l science a ssista n t professor

One question missing from the vote
Editor,
Last week. Cal Poly students were given
a chance to improve their education, as well
as the education of future students.
Fortunately, that is exactly what students
did in voting “no” on the Poly Plan.
Contrary to the rash assumptions made by
Poly Plan advocates, voting against the
plan was not done in either selfishness or
ignorance.
The students supporting the goals of the
plan, but not the increase in fees, have been
widely misinterpreted. Students are over
whelmingly in favor of the goals, however
the money that has been spent has not
done justice to the realization of its goals.
Our money has been spent carelessly on
“experimental pet projects” that give profes
sors bragging rights to the sophisticated
programs they are responsible for. Some of
these programs may even be good, however,
they need to optimize the benefits that are
received in proportion to the amount of
funding that is given. As of yet, the pro
grams have been wasteful and are not max
imizing the cost/benefit ratio.

The problem with the ballot is that it
lacked one vital question. “Do you feel the
Poly Plan money has been spent wi.sely?”
So far our money has not been spent effec
tively. It would therefore be careless and
destructive to supply more money for the
plan until the desired quality can be
achieved with the funds already given. The
“no” vote has already begun to realize the
intended effect.
Presently the committee is discussing
“how to best meet the universities needs
with limited funds” and “establishing
review committees within academic depart
ments to refine their propx)sal8.” Even the
best proposals need to be revised to ensure
the highest quality for the money sp)ent.
Now that the committee has been allocated
limited funds, it will be forced to pursue the
cost/benefit ratio the students desire. Once
they have proven they can effectively spiend
the money we have already given them,
maybe well consider giving them more.
Ben Miskie,
ASI Engineering Bftard o f Directors
candidate

Sex T.A.L.K.

A little birth controlling information about the Pill
Greetings from the Sexuality Team.
Just in ca.se you’re not familiar with Sex
T.A.L.K. let us explain. We are one of four
teams which makes up Peer Health
Education here at Cal Poly. We write this
article once a month, answering whatever
sexuality questions you may have. To
whet your whistle a bit, some past articles
answer the following; “Is it .safe to have
sex while a woman is on her period?” “Can
you get HIV from kissing?” and “What
exactly is in pre-cum anyway’.^” If you’ve
got a burning question, drop it off in the
Sex T.A.L.K. box located downstairs in the
Health (’enter. That’s where you can find
us, Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. So. on to this week’s question.
“I’m interest(‘d in going on the Pill but
I'm not really sure how it works. My
roommate said it fools your body into
thinking it's pregnant. Is that true? I tried
reading about it in a IxMik and it talked
about the Pill sending mes.sages to the
brain, (’ould you give a more detailed
explanation than my «Mimmate’s and tell
me what the Pill actually does? Thanks.”
The Pill, also known as an oral contra-

ceptive, is one of the most widely u.sed
hormonal methods of birth control. It’s rel
atively safe and, if u.sed correctly, is 97
px‘rcent effective against pregnancy.
This is how it works: you take one pill
everyday at the .same time. This usually
goes in 28-day cycles. Those little pills
have two hormones in them; estrogen and
progesterone. The reason it’s important to
take the Pill everyday at the same time is
to keep the level of these hormones con
stant.
Each hormone has a specific duty. The
estrogen suppresses ovulation. That is, it
inhibits the ovary from ever releasing the
egg and .sending it down the fallopian tube
in the first place. Ju st in case that doesn’t
work, this castle’s got two moats.
If for some « “ason, like the pill not get
ting taken at the same time, an egg does
get released, then the progesterone has
two back-up plans. The progesterone cre
ates a hostile cervical mucous, discourag
ing sperm from traveling through the
cervix. The second thing progesterone
does is thin the lining of the uterus. So, if
the egg does get relea.sed and the sperm

actually gets by the thickened cervical
mucous, the egg won’t bt» able to implant
in the uterine wall becau.se the proges
terone has thinned it.
By the way, the message from the brain
that b(M)k mentioned is a message to the
ovary not to release the egg.
If you decide to go on the Pill, you need
to have a pelvic exam by a practitioner in
order for the pills to be pre.scribed to you.
The Pill varies by brand name, hormonal
dosage levels and price. Comparatively,
Cal Poly’s prices are pretty rea.sonable.
Talk to your practitioner to decide if
you’re a good candidate for (he Pill. For
women with heart conditions or high
blood pressure, another contraceptive
method might be a better choice for you.
Talk it over with your provider.
And don’t forget, the Pill doesn’t protc'ct
you from sexually transmitted infections.
So use a barrier method like the female or
male condom. If you have more questions
about the Pill or anything related to .sexu
ality come by Peer Health or call us at
756-5252. See you in a couple of weeks.
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Staff writers support o f
Poly Plan was ignorant
Editor,
Thank you Alan Dunton for
pointing out my extreme “self
ishness, ignorance and general
stupidity.” It has provoked me to
rethink my entire assessment of
the Poly Plan and those who
push for it. My opinions were
based upon such flawed observa
tions as:
1. Cal Poly’s first instinct
when short of funds is to siphon
my wallet rather than tighten
its belt.
2. Everj' attempt is made to
put a rosy spin on clear-cut pub
lic opposition to the plan.
3. Plan supporters show con
tempt for their opponents and
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are willing to hurl obscenities to
show their “superiority.”
4. Plan supporters expect us
to believe that Poly can’t make
cutbacks first. Yet they build a
new theater and a stadium is on
the way. Worse, they’re trying to
expand GE’s to four units. The
word “polytechnic” might as well
be removed from the university’s
name.
Yep, thank you Mr. Dunton. I
now have seen the light and will
be honored to join the snob circle
which composes the enlightened
supporters of the Cal Poly Plan.
K urt Horner
Architectural engineering
sophomore

this fine institution, and they
Editor,
simply can not afford another
Cienerally, 1 don’t feel the need
to respond to the various opinion fee hike.
Mr. Dunton appears to just
articles found in Mustang Daily,
be venting his fmstrated feel
but Monday’s selection by Mr.
ings by insulting those of us that
Dunton was just too much. Mr.
don’t share his opinion, so I’ll try
Dunton obviously feels that he
not to be too offended. However,
has the ability to judge those of
I
believe my integrity is firmly
us on campus who voted “no” on
in place and that I, as well as
tuition increases to fund the
many others, intelligently
Poly Plan. Though I can’t speak
thought through our decision to
about the rest of the campus
vote “no” on the Poly Plan fee
population in such sweeping
terms as Mr. Dunton feels quali increase.
Ann Marie Carotenuti
fied to do, I will tell you about
D airy science senior
my reasons for voting “no.”
First of all, since I
began school here in
1993 tuition has gone
up significantly just
Mustang Daily welcomes conabout every quarter,
' tributions from readers. If
with little information
you’ve read something that
about where the
struck a nerve, let us know. Or,
money was spent. In
if you feel like striking a nerve,
addition, though I
support the goals of
give it a go. Simply e-mail your
the Poly Plan, the
contribution to
majority of propagan
jamiller@harp.aix.calpoly.edu.
da in favor of it, with
Or, if yo^i haven’t reached the
no outline about how
upper limits of technology, drop
the money was going
off
a typed copy of your submis
to be spent, worried
sion at Graphic Arts room 226.
me. Lastly, the most
We reserve the* right to edit out
compelling reason for
mistakes, but we promise not
why I voted against
the tuition increases
to change the meaning.
is much more person
Thanks.
al in nature. I don’t
know Mr. Dunton’s
situation but my par
ents’ income falls in
the middle class
range that basically
ensures I qualify for
no financial support
for my education here
at Cal Poly. So, my
parents SACRIFICE
a great deal to send
not only myself but
my sister as well to
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Just about everyone I know has at one time or
another gone through the motions of potty training. We
missed and pis.sed all over the place and with the sup
port of our parents or someone, we figured it out. We
figured out when it was time to “go” and the places to
put our “stuff.” This was a period that lasted a little
while for some and longer for others. We moved up in
the world of responsibility and no longer had to wear
those puffo-elasto-spandy-plastic diapt^rs. In some
sense, this was the beginning of taking care of our
selves and our actions.
Many years have passed since that little grunt of an
experience and most of us are now considered adults,
at least adults by law. We go through our days, potty
trained and responsible, not leaving our “stufF for oth
ers to clean up. This ethic of responsible “stuflT or
“waste” management, unfortunately does not apply to
all aspects of our lives. This is especially the case with
our garbage.
In the early hours of morning, as you are restfully
sleeping, people are visiting you. Making a bit of noise,
they rumble away to their next destination, perhaps
your neighbor’s house. These people are the scavengers
of the morning, and take only what you would be so
gracious to give to them. They may not come around
for another week, but you are unaware of the seivnce
that these people do for you. They gladly accept the
refuse that fills your house and once a week they leave
you empty-handed and refuse-free. Who are these peo
ple who thoroughly weave in and out of your neighbor
hood? These waste collectors are yojir local garbage a)llectors that comb the neighborhoods weekly to take
whatever you can give them that is considered waste.
You do not have a hard task, just fill some containers
and set it near the front of you house, and those people
take care of the rest. These garbage people are like our
second parents or that special someone who cleans up
after ourselves and makes sure that we have a place to
put our “stuff.”
These collectors take so much stuff from us, much of
it is not even waste. About 30 percent of it is organic
and more than half of the rest is recyclable.
Unfortunately these collectors and their actions aue
removed from our day-to day-lives and they move
quickly to get their job done fast. Garbage is very
unlike the necessities of life, such as water and sleep,
we just don’t want it. So why all of the talk about these
people and their jobs that few people know or care
about?
Well, our landfills keep filling up and more than half
our stuff is recyclable. We are just absolutely out of

Kabir Gamhhir is a mechanictd engineering
senior.
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control in our wasUd'ul gart>a(>t‘ habiu and nioni of ur
could give a “stuff’ alM»ut it. As 1 w<»nd«*r around campu.s, 1 watch the few opportunities that jMsiple have to
lx* responsible for their waste, such as by recvcling, get
overlooked. Plastics, gla.ss and paper get to-sinl into the
permanent landfill garliage containers that an* often
locaU‘d right next to a nn^cle contaiiu*r An* you one ol
the.st* ptHiple? Have you not Ihvii trtuniHi in this ,in*a *
Do you nt*t*d sonu*one to hold your hand, us your par
ents did to aid you in putting your "stufF som»*when*’*
Just in the last ample of w«*(*ks the garlxige imIUh
tors in San P'rancisco went on stnke. Avoiding the
bun*aucratic politics Ix'hind this issue, the Isittom line
is that the garbage was not pickl'd up for a we«*k. Just
one wi*ek had passi'd and the city n*ci*ivi*d a smelly
wake-up call, alerting and revealing the mass of wasti*
that was aillecting in alleyways and thi* sidi*s of
streets. The mayor of San Francisco was alxiut to
declan* it an emergency if garbage was not picki*d up
because it was a possible health thn*at. I think it was a
great servia* on bi*half of the garhagi* a»lliH*tors to go
on strike, so pt*ople can find out what it is that lht*y are
thniwing in their circular diapi*rs every wwk. Thus«*
garbage collectors, a job that must pt*ople lisik down
upon, resumi*d their collections and graciously tisik thi*
“stuff” from the refu.si* amtainers.
I
hope that San Luis Obispo's garhagi* aillivtors go
on strike, or for some n*ason di*cidi* to skip your hoiiM*
one wt*t*k, ju.st so you will notia* all of the “stufF that
doesn’t belong in the cin’ular diajx*r thing that we
unload everything into every wivk. The big cenimic
potty that we graduat4*d to when we wen* young was
quit!* an achievement. Most of still u .*m* this devia* for
its intended purposi*, a plaa* to put our Isidily wa.>*ti*
These toilets were inU*ndi*d to just aca*pt that “stufF
and nothing mon*. TTiey wen* not intendi*d to aca*pt
piaper, plastics, bananas. appli*s. metal and many other
things.
In the same respect we have for our ceramic throne*,
we should respect our trash cans, that I have so affec
tionately called our circular diapers. These circular dia
pers should be filled with only non-recyclabU* or noncompostahle waste. Maybe then the garbage collector
would not have to come around so often, because we
have become more responsible with our “stuff." Just
like when we were young, and entered a new age of
responsibility of not having our parents clean up after
our “stuff,” I hope we grow up and responsibly take
care of our waste and wasteful habits.
Taking care of my “stuff” and enjoying another sun
swept beautiful spring d a y ..... Kabir.
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Kentucky coach says ‘yes’ to Celtics UCLA on 3-year NCAA
probation, 1995 NCAA
softball title taken away
By Howard Ulmon
Assorioted Press

BOSTON — The lure of the
jin*en finally pulled Kick Pitino
away from the hluegrass.
The Boston Celtics rich tradi
tion and wide-open wallets
enticed the coach to leave a
Kentucky program worshipped
throughout the state for the
NBA’s most storied franchise.
“What we built in Kentucky is
the challenge I take on in Boston,”
Pitino said l\iesday.
He’s iH'ing paid very well for it,
lH*tU*r perhaps than any coach in
any sport. His 10-year deal is
worth a reported $70 million,
although Pitino wouldn’t discuss
it at his news conference at the
scluMil he led to three Final Fours
in his eight .sc*asons.
In five years, he took the
Wildcats from NCAA probation to
the NCAA championship. Now
he’ll try to take the Celtics
whose 10 green-and-white cham
pionship haniKTs hang over the
FleetCenter’s parquet court from tite worst rtH'ord in their histor>, iri-OT, to res|M‘ctahility and
Uwoiid
“1 can’t promise a cham pi
onship next year." said Pitino,
who n'turning to the city where
he lM*gan his head i*iuiching cartM'r
in 1H7H at Itoston I ’niversity. "I’d
like to take advantage of this glo
rious tradition and sts- if we ran
bring It Imrk "
And that tradition was the one
thing the Celtics had over other
teams that tried to tempt Pitino
to leave Kentucky. He turned

down a five-year, $.30 million deal
from the New Jersey Nets last
June and had been courted by
other NBA teams since going to
Kentucky.
Considering his reputation as
one of basketball’s best coaches
and the status of Kentucky and
the Celtics, his exit was curiously
low key.
He showed little emotion and
talked without his usual expres
sion as he finally told Wildcat
backers what they dreaded. And
in Boston, the Celtics issued a
simple statem ent: “The entire
Boston Celtics family would like
to welcome coach Rick Pitino to
Boston. We look forward to an
exciting new era of Celtics basket
ball.”
Pitino deferred several ques
tions until a news conference
planned for Boston on Thursday.
"We’re going to win in Boston,”
he .said. “It may not show up right
away ... but I guarantee, the
Boston fans will have a smile on
their face.”
He has the track record to
back that up, having produced
immediate improvement at each
of the previous four teams he
coached.
The New York Knicks, his only
other NBA team, won a total of 47
games in the two seasons before
he arrived. They won 52 and cap
tured the Atlantic Division title in
his st'cond and last season in
19HM-H9. The ('eltics won 48
games their last two seasons
under .M.L. (’arr, who resigned
last Wednesday.
Now Pitino has the job he

called “the greatest opportunity
ever afforded a coach.”
“If we’re successful, I will grow
old with the Boston Celtics. ... If
we lose. I’ll just grow old,” he said.
His team should be far more
exciting than it was the last two
seasons in which the Celtics
missed the playoffs.
“It’s the lure of the Boston
Celtics. It’s magical,” Pitino said.
Part of th at tradition is Larry
Bird, and one of Pitino’s first acts
after taking the job was to call
him in Naples, Fla., where he
played in a charity golf event for
his son’s school Tuesday.
“I certainly will have discus
sions with him,” Pitino said.
Bird, the Celtics special assis
tant the past five years, is being
courted by the Indiana Pacers to
return to his home state as coach,
but Celtics owner Paul Gaston
wants to keep him.
The club did not address the
future of Carr, who remains direc
tor of basketball operations.
But K.C. Jones said he and the
other assistant coaches — Dennis
Johnson and John Kuester, were
fired. And general manager Jan
Volk, a club employee for 26
years, stepped down.
Pitino’s reported deal dwarfs
the $25-million, five-year package
the Philadelphia 76ers gave Larry
Brown this week. In 1995, Pat
Riley signed a five-year deal with
the Miami Heat reportedly worth
more than $.30 million, including
$3 million in salary and 10 per
cent ownership of the team.
In 15 seasons as a college head

See PITINO page 7

3y Tom Horrigon
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - UCLA was
ordered to forfeit its 1995
women’s softball NCAA champi
onship Tuesday and was barred
from this year’s national softball
tournam ent - ju st five days
before pairings are announced.
The NCAA committee of
infractions also required th at a
senior associate director of ath 
letics be removed - which UCLA
carried out last year. And the
NCAA limited UCLA’s scholar
ships for softball for the next two
years.
The sanctions mean th at the
entire athletic program will be
put on probation for three years.
The probation only affects softball, but all other sports, includ
ing basketball and football, will
be closely monitored during that
period.
Betsy Stephen.son, who was
hired last summer as UCLA’s
senior woman adm inistratorassociate athletic director, said
she was surprised the current
UCLA softball team was barred
from the Nf'AA tournament.
“That’s an understatem ent,”
she said.
Stephenson said members of
the softball team, ranked fourth
in the country with a 39-11

record, were “devastated.”
"... I informed them of the
penalties, at that point, the stu 
dent-athletes were devastated,
and extremely frustrated th at
they had been told this year
would
not
be
impacted,”
Stephenson said. “When that rug
is pulled out from under you,
you’d be devastated.”
Stephenson said she had been
the one who had told the players
th at this year wouldn’t be
involved, “based on the best
information I had gathered over
the last 10 months.”
The violations involved list
ing some softball players as
m ulti-sport athletes receiving
soccer scholarships, although
they did not compete in soccer.
The senior associate director
of athletics was involved in
arranging a soccer tryout for one
oftho.se .softhall players, but not
until after the soccer season was
over, the NCAA reported.
UCLA officials have 15 days
to appeal, but if the school hopes
to play in this year’s NCAA tour
nam ent, obviously an appeal
must be made this week in that
regard.
“We’ve got a lot of work to do
in
the
next 48 hours,”
Stephenson said. “We just need

See UCLA page 7
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Schlumberger Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) designs and manufactures
automatic test equipment, diagnostic systems and back-end automation
systems for the testing of semiconductor devices as well as electronic
assemblies. Over 85% of the world’s microprocessors are tested on
Schlumberger ATE’s test equipment and manufactured using its process
automation systems

As a new grad, you will probably have more than one choice when you
consider your career options. Why limit yourself? Engineering,
Manufacturing, Field and Sales Applications - If you’re graduating with
one of the following degrees - come check us out!

Electrical Engineering • Computer Engineering • Computer Science •
Mechanical Engineering • Electronics Engineering Technology • Industrial
Engineering/Manufacturing • Business
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Schlumberger ATE Information Meeting
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
Thursday, May 8,1997
6:30-7:30pm
Dining Complex, Staff Dining Room
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Mustang Daily Coupons

Hamburger Basket

B I S H O P

O n ly
543-6525

With purchase of a large drink

1491 MONTERFY, SLO

Not valid w itti any other offers 1 coupon per customer Expires 6 7 9 7

-----------------------

-----------1

Mustang Daily Coupons

Cal Poly Student Special
•C h e e s e b u r g e r
O n ly
•F rie s
• 2 0 oz. d r in k

543-6525

100% Vegetable Oil for Frying

1491 MONTEREY, SLO
Not vaM «nth any other offers 1 coupon per customer Expires

I - ----------CHICKEN OR BEEF
TERIYAKI DISH
With rice & salad

B R EA K FA ST
FROM
$^99

Mustang Daily Coupons

^4L B

$2^^

•
•

543-6525

•

1491 MONTEREY, SLO

L

Monterey

Mustang Daily Coupons

B IS H O P

543-6525
1491

Double cheeseburger, French Fries
Onion Rings • 20 oi. Drink
Buy one. Get 2nd for 112 Price

Not valid with any other offers 1 coupon per customer Expires 6 7 9 7

-

(.

M-F 8am-9pm
Sat-Sun 9am-9pm

’

Basket Special
1/2 Price

TURKEY BURGER
Only

• Homemade Onion Rings & Fried Zucchini
• Halibut Fish Sandwiches
• Fish & Chips
• Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwiches

6iT97

SLO

G

D o u b le ch e e se b urge r

543-6525

With Purchase of a Double
Cheeseburger and a large drink

1491 MONTEREY, SLO
Not valid with any other otters 1 coupon per customer Expires 6 7 97

Mustang Daily Coupons

M
^

GOURM ET
B U R R IT O S

s\e
vyj
'i* X••IJ-—
t^
--------

Broad 5 4 1 -9 1 5 4 • Foothill 541-8 591

™

B

a r ly

ir d

B

Broad 5 4 1 -9 1 5 4 • Foothill 541-8 591

I

”

■

Expires 6 /3 0 /9 7

S uper S ope
Fresh made flour or corn large A
beans, cheese, salsa, choice of
chicken. Beef or Pork

L « «

W_M-JHK-JBR-JK-HlEIiL.h u

« ™J

Mustang Daily Coupons
C r a zy

10% for all sororities and fraternities
Call for graduation parties

O Best Value •Best Food •Best Value • Best Food

2

Broad 5 4 1 -9 1 5 4 • Foothill 541-8591

50

PITCHER + CHIPS & SALSA

^

'

tortilla homemade topped w / V

e v e r y th in g !!!

HAPPY HOUR

R e g u la r V alue

, , * 6 '®
Expires 6 /3 0 /9 7

^ ^^st^g"D a'iIy C o u ^ n ”

=

^3
3
<
>

V

Chicken, Beef or Pork

Chicken, Beef, or
w ith

Q Q

a

^ Mustang"Daily C o u ^ n s

u r r it o s

REGULARSIZE

^

B uy 1 B u r rito G et
THE OTHER FOR l / 2
P rice

WHERE’S THE BEEF?
CHILIE PEPPERS HAS BIGGER
BURRITOS WITH MORE MEAT!!
E

Combo

Regular Burrito
Chicken, Beef or Pork
w/chips & salsa
FREE Soda

They’re finally here:

(<í>X ^

ustang

$ 9 9 9

P o tato es

baked or fried on a bed of rice topped with green
or red sauce, sourcream, and salsa Choice of
chicken, Beef or Pork

g
o

Broad 5 4 1 -9 1 5 4 • Foothill 541-8591
Expires 6 /3 0 /9 7

Mustang Daily Coupons

MICHAEL’S OPTICAL

ACUVUE®

Disposable Contact Lenses

1 8 YEARS OF QUALITY EYEWEAR
F ra m e s by:

Giorgio Armani
Calvin Klein
Liz Claiborne
Marchon
Auto-Flex
Luxottico

$ 2 3 . 7 5

MICHAEL’S
OPTICAL

N ot valid w ith any o th er
coupon or insurance.

Expires 9/30/97
_________________

._______ I

Mustang Daily Coupons

30% OFF
Any Frame With Purchase of Lenses

S u n g la s s e s b y :

Roybon
Suncloud
Bolle
Polarized
Hobie and Carrera

MlCM\Ei;S
OPTICAI.

N ot valid w ith any o th er
coupon or insurance.

Expires 9/30/97
------------- - I

Mustang Daily Coupons

FREE
Scratch Resistant Coating

SAN LUIS O B I S P O
719 Higue ra S t r e e t
(at R r o ad St.)

PASO R O B L E S
145 Nihliek Rd.
( A l b e r t s o n ’s (Ur.)

.'>43-.'>770

2 3 8 - .5 7 7 0

ATASCADERO
8500 El C a m i n o Real
( F oo d 4 Less)

4 6 6 -5 7 7 0

With the Purchase of UV Protection

MICHAELS
OPTICAL

N o t valid w ith any o th er
coupon or insurance.

Expires 9/30/97

Ben
Franklin’s

(Best Scmdzvicfies in SLO

Sandwich
Shop
est. 1969

Mustang Daily Coupons

Ben
F ranklin’s
Sandwich Shop

‘Buy one 7 " Sandivich

Qet one FREE/
lu itfi pure Hose o f 2 [urge d rin lis
^

$ 2 . 7 5 P itc h e rs , 9 9 C G la s s

Coupon not valid with any other offer. Expires 6/15/97.

I---------Mustang Daily Coupons

Ben
F ran k lin ’s
Sandwich Shop

$ 1.00 O F F

Pacific

IJen K ra n k liirs S andw ich Shop
313 lli«;iicra S treet
San Luis O hispo, (^A 93401

V

any 7 " Sandivicfi

I

^

Coupon not valid with any other offer. Expires 6/15/97.

Mustang Daily Coupons

2161 Broad St., SLO

543-2457

Two Large Pizza
W ith One
$099
Topping ..
+ TAX
Valid with coup»m only, one coupon per visit
We Deliver' Kxpires */*/97

I - -----------

----- -I

Mustang Daily Coupons

Sticky Fingers Pizza
BUM J ) Y O U R O W N
•
•
•
•
•

c h e k .s e
CH EESE
CH EESE
CH EESE
C H EESE

&
&
&
&

o«'

5.99
6.99
7.89
8.75
9.49

1 ITEM
2 ITEMS
3 ITEMS
4 ITEMS

• DOUBLE OR EXTRA
ITEMS OVER 4

8.99
9.99
10.99
11.89
12.95

.99

10.99
11.49
12.99
14.49
15.99

2161 Broad St.. SLO

543-2457

WE USE 100% REAL MOZZARELLA CHEESE

I - ---------

• BACON OR HAM
•ONIO NS
•JAI.APHNOS
• (iRKhN PKPPKRS
• MILD PKPPI RS
• IXtMATOLS

•
•
•
•
•

BLACK OLIVKS
ANCHOVIKS
ARTICHOKLS
PINLAPPI.H
GARLIC'

’

Large Pizza W ith . . .
2161 Broad St.. SLO

543-2457

• ANTIPASTO - LKTTl'CK. TOMATOKS. HAM. SALAMI
& CHKhSK
SMALL, SKRVES 2
LARGK SKRVKS 6

$399

$699

Cheese. Mushr(H)ms.
Green Peppers.
Onions. Black Olives,
Tomativs, Artichokes

$1799
+T A X

Valid with coupon only one coupon per visit
We IX’livcr' Hxpires */*/97

I_________

Mustang Dally Coupons

• INDIVIDUAL TOSSKD SALAD $2.49
DRHSSINCÌS RANCH. HOMKMADL ITALIAN

A^-^0 -,

543-2457

2161 BROAD STREET • SAN LUIS OBISPO
HOURS:
SUN-THURS. I I AM- I I P M
FRI. & SAT. 11 AM-12AM

-»-TAX

Mustang Daily Coupons

j

y
V
OPEN FOR LUNCH. TOO!

Visa and Mastercard Accepted

99

Veggie Pizza Two

DELIVERY EXTRA
\ /
SALADS:
TOPPINGS:
PKPPHKONI
MUSHR(X)MS
I.INC'iUlCA
ROAST BKI.K
■GROrND BHt h
■ ITALIAN SAUSAGL

Pepperoni, Ham. Bacon.
Onion. Italian .Sausage.
VlushriHims. Black
Olives. Green Peppers

Valid w itlixoupon only, one coupon per visit
We IX'liver! Kxpires */*/97

1.59

1.25

•14

Two Large Pizzas W ith . . .

G'

Two Small Pizzas W ith
One Topping . . .

216t Broad St.. SLO

SPEC IA L PARTY
RATES A V A IL A B L E !

>TAX

543-2457

Valid with coupononly one coupon per vivil
We Deliver' Kxptres */*/97

Mustang Daily Coupons

E D O I tf f iN ' 1 U E & H Í5 ®

SDCl IIffiN'
1286 Higuero Son Luis Obispo]

286 Higuera San Luis Obispo
♦ Multi-grodes higher. *Stan.
Ign. & odd'l parts extra.

Tune-up special

4

t FWD & semi-metalli( higher,

.98

service ,may require add'l parts
& labor at a substantial
extra cost

^

VISA • MASTERCARD • ATM

.9 8 ^

Complete inspection • Oil change to 5 qts. 30
Chevron, any multi-weight $20.98, rw. $23.98
• Install new oil filter • Lube chossis (it appl.)

M o st v e h ic le s
Not valid witn other offers

I
I

• Check belts & hoses • Check fluid levels

E x p ir e s 12 /3 1/9 7

*

^ Must^gT)ally C o u ^ n "
K D D u m N

m E S e m m

[286 Higuera San Luis Obispo"
o
I

■

LU
D
o
X

BIANCHI

No Appointment necessary
Good at participating locations only

5A4-2976

4 cyl Reg. $39.98
6 cyl $39.98*, Reg. $44.98
8 cyl $44.98*, Reg. $49.98

MOST VEHICLES • Complete inspection
Install new spark plugs • 6mo./6000 mi
guarantee • Check belts and hoses •
Not valid with other offers. Exp. 1 2 /3 1 /9 7
Open M-F 8-6, Soturday 9-5

L U B E . O iL . & F iL T E R

HIGH

B R A K E S P E C IA L

FREE 28 POINT INSPECTION
• Install premium pods or linings
• Resurfoce drums or rotors • Repack front

.98+

wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system and

v e h ic le s
Per Axie. Peg. $69.98
Not voiio witn other offers

I
"
|

master cylinder • FWD & semi-metallic higher

E x pi re s 12 /3 1/9 7

_

Central C alifornia School of Body Therapy
E n jo y a

m e a n in g f u l L ife !

Develop a career in
C /2

'4;|i í'ii

Circulatory & Sports Massage
S u m m e r session s ta r ts m id -J u n e
PR A CTITIO NER IN TE N S IVE

OPEN HOUSE

A

MAY 10TH 4-6PM

w
§

2030 10TH STREET • LOS OSOS
CALL 528-7519

Use These Valuable
Coupons!
Cut Them Out and Save,
Save Save!
Mustang Daily Coupon
B u r g e r p la c e s

have food

w a itin g ,
$

W e V e waiting

fresh
^omakeit
r«

l>(K't)>r VAvmh w»«*' IfH

o_n.

OFF

Any Footlong Sub
■'«If
% ^

Not valid with Fresh Value Meals.
One coupon per customer. Expires 6/8/97.
Mustang Daily Coupon

# -.

THE
«»ww.Mi(Mr«y.com

n

3 U B UflSfmOUIKN
JR V '
s u m o BE.

Free Sub!
Buy any 6" sub and a 21 oz. drink and get a 6" sub
of equal or lesser value

793 F o o t h i l l P la z a • 543 - 3399
OPEN LATE 7 NIGHTS A WEEK!

F re e !
Not valid with Fresh Value Meals.
One coupon per customer. Expires 6/8/97.

M HOIK COUPON CATALOGUE

K I N K O ’S 1 H O U R P H O T O

O

1 second set
mm T o r JL of prints
k in to T .

HOW PHOTO

*OPEN 7 DAYS: MON-FRI: 3 ^

& SAT-SUN: 10-5*

8nng ift 3 rail of 35 mm, 110 or !
12 0 corar phni film for 1 or 4
|
hour
and g 0 a lacond Mt ;
of 3-1/2 » 5 print» FREE ot fimo
ot proctMing net valid with ony
oth«f oi*«rv
0«nt /

M F S 6, Sai Sun I0-5

K IN K 0 S 1 H O U R P H O T O • 5 4 9 -8 9 7 9

THE HOME COUPON CATALOGUE

$1 off
k in k y r j

HOUR PHOTO

Rnnant coupon whan oroanng •
no limi • not imlid with otry
oiKaf orlar».
In by 3pm • out by 5:30pm
Soma Ooy
Ok h 7

:i<rk M F94,

iUN

^ _ K iN K O S 1 H O U R P H O T O » 5 4 9 - ^ 7 9 ^ j
01W5TME mCu E COUPOa CATALOGUE'”

PICTURE YOUR PASSPORT

10-5

. ^

9 SANTA ROSA ST.
Mustang Daily Coupon

Chicken Bar B-Q

" ù n ì t i i 's
MEXICAN FOOD

B u y A n y B u r r it o
Giet 2 n d

Com bination Plate
s e a r v e d w ith ric e b e a n s

H a lf O f f

g r e e n s a ls a , o n io n s ,
t o m a t o s , c h e e s e , le t tu c e ,
a n d c h o ic e o f flo u r o r

(e q u a l o r le s s e r v a lu e )

c o r n to r tilla

o n e co u p o n p er c u s to m e r

Mustang Daily Coupon

Hours
Sunday - Wednesday
8:00 AM - 12 AM
Thursday - Saturday
8:00 AM - 3:00 AM

e x p ire s 6 /7 /9 7

Buy Any Breakfast Burrito
Get A

i n i t á í 's

, ^i^HiaiCAa F o o e ^ ^

596 Calllomia Blvd.

•-H+H

FREE

Calllomia

Large Soft Drink or Coffee
o n e coupon per cu s to m e r

e x p ire s 6 /7 /9 7

Po you do any prin
Po you U56 University Graphic Systems?

-Efficient estimates -Friendly service
-Student run -Great quality
University Graphic System s

-

756-1140
Mustang Daily Coupons

Free G ear tee shirt to first
50 purchases over $20.00

on Cal Poly Tee Shirts,
Save 50%
Shorts, Sweatshirts and more!
M a y 6 , 7 & 8 • 9am-3pm
In the tents next to Campus Store

N o t valid with any other offer
Valid at Campus Store Tent Location only
Mustang Daily Coupons

Free Cal Poly Hat with each
purchase over $10.00
N ot valid with any other offer 'W h ile Supplies Last
Valid at Campus Store Tent Location only
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The naked truth: Female Northwestern
students interview for Playboy magazine
By George Sox
Doily Northwestern (Northwestern U.)

(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, 111. —
Representatives of Playboy maga
zine
interviewed
female
Northwestern students at The
Omni Orrington Hotel yesterday
for a chance to appear in the spe
cial “Women of the Big Tbn” issue
in October.
Playboy photographer David
Mecey said NU usually produces
the fewest Playboy candidates of
all Big Ten schools.
“Historically, Northwestern
has been a tough school to get
candidates from because of the
conservative nature of the .school
and
the
conservatism
of
Evanston,” Mecey said. “This
year, we’ve got 12 to 15 girls lined
up to see us, which is a record usually we only get about eight.”
The Playlwry pictorial usually
features about 100 women from
all 11 Big Ten universities, said
Playboy publicist Karen RingBorgstrom. Playboy profiles a dif
ferent college conference every
year. The magazine last pub
lished a Big Ten pictorial in 1992.
Mecey said Playboy has gotten
a record response from the Big
Tbn this year.
Mecey
has
interviewed
between 500 and 600 coeds from
the conference so far, he .said.
“It’s the best response I’ve
.seen since I’ve worked here,” he
said.

“It’ll probably be the best col
lege pictorial in 16-17 years. The
women have just been stunning:
great potential models.”
Participants will be paid on a
sliding .scale of about $100 to
$500, depending on the degree of
nudity with which they feel com
fortable, Mecey said. Candidates
may choo.se to appear fullyclothed, partially nude, or com
pletely nude, he said.
Mecey said about ten percent
of the candidates will be featured
in tbe issue, which will be sold at
newsstands in late September.
Some students said they won
der what kind of person would try
out for a chance to appear in
Playboy.
“You have to question the
character of somebody if they
chose to participate in .something
like that,” .said Kamaria Hill, a
McCormick junior.
Sara Goldstein, a Speech
junior, said one of her friends at
the University of Michigan will be
pictured in the Big Ten issue.
“She’s always had big insecu
rity problems and now she’s say
ing things like, ‘Now, people think
I’m pretty,’” Goldstein said. “I
think th at’s really sad.”
But
Playboy’s
publicist
defended the candidates.
“Most of the girls who come in
are really serious students,”
Ring-Borgstrom said. “Their fam
ily and friends read Playboy, and
it makes them look glamorous

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
COMEDY STYLE CLASSES TAUGHT BY CAL POLY STUDENTS

$20?

ItMlev* an Extra $f.OO Off
w itk Anjr Cempettter'e Ad
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without being too explicit.
Usually radio and TV people call
them after they’re pictured and
offer them jobs.”
One student complained about
Playboy’s recruiting tactics.
“1 cannot believe th at The
Daily printed that Playboy ad in
the paper - I found that offen
sive,” said Lindsay Woods, a
Speech sophomore.
Advertisem ents
for
the
Playboy interviews ran in The
Daily Northwestern yesterday
and on April 7.
But Mecey said the recruiting
is pressure-free.
“We don’t go to the campus
and proposition the women,”
Mecey said. “We take out an ad in
the paper and it’s up to the
women to come in and interview.”
At lea.st one student was will
ing to defend Playlwy.
“I think it’s great, not obscene
or anything,” said Richard
Alvarez, a Medill freshman. “If
people have beautiful bodies and
want to be .seen in Playboy, it’s
their decision.”
Mecey agreed that Playboy is
not obscene.
“It’s tasteful and respectful of
women,” he said.
“Most of the women I photo
graph say we make them look
beautiful and very self-confident.”
Mecey will continue interview
ing candidates at the Omni
Orrington, 1710 Orrington Ave.,
today.

UCLA

from f)H}>c 6

some time to collect information
and explore all of our options. It’s
premature for me to tell you (if
UCLA will appeal), we have cer
tainly been zealous in looking at
all the options.”
In a press release, the NCAA
said “NCAA rules violations con
cerning institutional control,
financial aid and ethical conduct”
were involved in granting schol
arships above the NCAi\ limits
for the softball program in 199J94 and 1994-95.
F urther violations by the
UCLA athletic program will be
considered “repeat violations” if
they occur in a five-year period
following the f’eb. 1, 1997, infrac
tions committee hearing on the
.softball matter, the NCAA added.
No penalties against any other
U ClJ\ sport were ordered by the
NCAA. But the .school must sub
mit annual reports on its overall
scholarship rule compliance. The
NCAA committee akso ordered
rules compliance sem inars for
coaches and athletic adm inistra
tors, with particular attention to
the multisport athlete scholar
ships, and recertification of cur
rent athletic policies and prac
tices.

PITIN O

ORDERM'.KDRECEIl'EByCMO\
maij <) A
JOiim -Ipm
last ( 'huiK V fo/ VI 'V/<\'
/'/m/
S(WV lift tn \IJ0

ElGonoltífeBoolstow
(gradua/i(^n...

J( ) S 1 1 iN S

from /)(if>c 6

coach. I’itino is 352-124 with four
Final Four appearances In his
twi> .-reasons with the Knicks, he
was t)0-74.
He was only 25 when lu*
lu'came coach in 1978-79 at
Boston University, which was 1734 the previous two years. In
Bitino’s first season, the Tmriers
were 17-9. In liis fifth and last
.sea.son, they went to the NCAA
Tournament for tbe first time in
24 years.
After two vears as a Knicks

7

Jackson 5, Bee Gees
lead class of ‘97 into
rock’s Hall of Fame
CLEVEIAND - The Rock and
Roil Hall of F'ame inductions, a
road show for their entire 12-year
history, finally came home to the
Cleveland museum Tue.sday.
The list of honorées read like a
1970s pop chart: the dack.son 5,
Bee Gees, Joni Mitchell, Crosby,
Stills and Nash, and ParliamentFunkadelic.
The Young Rascals and Buffalo
Springfield, who broke onto the
charts from 1966 to 1968, rounded
out the performers honored this
year.
Gospel singer Mahalia Jackson
and bluegrass hand leader Bill
Monroe were to be inducted
posthumously as early influences.
Sydney Nathan, founder of King
Records, was to be enshrined as a
non performer.
Until this year, the inductions
were held in New York or Los
Angeles, music industry capitals.
Although Cleveland got a turn at
playing host. Rock and Roll Hall of
f’ame and Museum officials have
said it would not be a fixture there.
“Having the inductions in
Cleveland is a little like having the
Academy Awards in Salt Lake
City,” said William Hulett, the
hall’s chief executive officer.
The
ceremonies
at
the

Renaissance (Jeveland Hotel were
being taped by the \T11 music
channel for broadcast Friday and
Saturday.
Downtown was jammed late
Monday with fans hoping for a
peek at the inductees and presen
ters - including Diana Ross, Tom
Petty, James Taylor and the artist
formerly known as Prince.
Michael Jack.son’s aiTival late
Monday caused a stir - even
though no fans got a glimp.se of
him. Security was out in force out
side the hott‘1 where he was stay
ing to keep ardent fans at bay but
confiinu'd he had been taken into
the hotel through a private
entrance.
Graham Nash had trouble get
ting into tbe downtown gallery
exhibiting his still photographs
and original Crosby, .Stills and
Nash manu.scripts. Partner David
Crosby put in a quick appearance
and stopped to sign autograjibs,
all the while cuddling with ihs 2year-old son Jango.
“It’s a great class,” Jackie
Jackson, who was expected to
appear along with his tour broth
ers, said. “Some of these people
were our favorite groups - the
f'unkadelics, the Bee Gees, the
Ra.scals. You can go on and on. I’m
so honored to be with tho.se pt*opli‘
because they were great - as well
as us.”

In 1995, the softhall team, led
by Tanya Harding, won the
NCAA title. Harding had a 17-1
record and was the winning pitch
er in all four victories by the
Bruins in the national tourna
ment.
Harding did not become a stu
dent until the 1995 .sea.son, and
did not complete that .seme.ster’s
work - returning home to join
Australia’s Olympic softball team.
Harding and two other .softball
players who.se scholarships were
above the permissible limit were
not identified by name in the
NCAA announcement.
“1 don’t think it’s appropriate
for me to comment,” Stephen.son
.said when asked if the athletes
were still in school. “None of the
infractions dealt with studentathletes violating rules. None of
the athletes received extra Ixuiefits knowing they shouldn’t have.”
The committee chairman, law
professor David Swank of the
University of Oklahoma, .said
that UCLA removed the senior
associate director from the athlet
ic department in 1996.
Not identified by name in the
NCAA report. Dr. Judith Holland
was reassigned within the univer
sity, as was co-softball coach
Sharon Backus. Backus is retir

ing this year after eight N(’AA
championships not including the
1995 title.
Swank said the scholarship
violations “resulted in a signifi
cant competitive advantage for
the university in .softball” in tho.se
1993-94 and 1994-95 seasons.
The .scholarship penalties include
a reduction of three per year, from
12 to nine, and UCL.A must have
any new multisport athletes play
ing softball count against (he softball .scholarship limit.
The current softball coacb.
Sue Engqiiist, a co-coach for eight
years, w'as not involved in the vio
lations, Swank .said.
L1CI.A must return the 1995
softball trophy, and that year’s
championship will b<‘ considered
vacant. Swank said. No effort will
be made to reclaim individual
awards such as championship
rings, the NCAA said, but compe
tition records of individuals
involved in the scholarship switch
will be invalidated.
UCLA won the championship
by beating Arizona 4-2 in the
finals.

assistant, he took over a
Providence team that was 11-20
in li)84-85. In his two seasons,
Pitino took the Friars to tbe .NIT
ami the Final Four.
His iii'Xt reclamation proit'ct
was tb(‘ Knicks. bis boim'town
team. They struggh'd in tbe two
s(‘asons before b«' took ov(>r in
Ii)87-88. .As tbe .NBAs youngc'st
coacb. be led N«‘w York to the
playoffs in bis first season and tbe
division title' tbe next.
Again, it was tinu' to move* on.
Till' NC.\A had just placed
Kentucky on two-year probation.

which was to expire after 1990-91,
Pitino’s second season. During his
tenure, tbe Wildcats were 219-50
with three Final Four appearani’i's.
rbe\ lieat .8vr.acuse for tbi'
national title m 1996 and lost in
ovi'i'timi' in the finals to .Ari.'on.i
this year Ki ntucky's record in
those tw(' ."('asons: 69-7. Tbe
(’eltics bad four losing streaks of
.it least seven games this season
It's ii|) to Pitino to rnaki' sure
tb.it doesn't happen next sea.son.

By John Affledt
Associated Press
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NIKE

from f)uge3

Two of the puppets were skulls
atop business suits, with the Nike
swoosh for mouths and dollar
signs for eyes.
The other was a likeness of
Nike CEO Phil Knight, decked
out in a red, white and blue suit
with a sign th at read, “Phil
Knight makes $4,526 a day
Indonesian Nike worker makes
$2.50 a day.”
Protesters handed out fliers to
fans on their way to the Mariners
game and urged them to boycott
Nike. Throughout the night, they
chanted, “Hey, hey, ho, ho, corpo
rate greed has got to go” and
“Justice - Do it Nike.”
Some protesters wore hats
with the figure of a man impaled
on the end of a Nike swoosh.
Most
fans
autom atically
looked down to check the brand of
their shoes as they passed by.
Many of them defiantly yelled,
“Go Nike” or “I like Nike.”
One man hopped his way
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through protesters, showing off
his Nike shoes and shouting, “But
they,re cheap, and they,re com
fortable, and I like them!”
“It’s funny to see people get
emotional about a clothing com
pany,” said protester Joby
Emmons, a sophomore biology
major. “I,m really shocked at how
people are taking this. No one’s
really aware of what’s going on.”
Protesters said they were gen
erally surprised by the defensive
and aggressive fans.
One man walked past with
friends, booming out, “Go Nike.”
He said he was a Nike supporter,
but when told what the protesters
were protesting, said, “Well, I
guess th at’s a good cause.”
He grinned sheepishly and
pushed through the turnstile into
the Kingdome.
Some UW students attending
the game were not impressed with
the protest.
“Would those workers have a
job if Nike wasn.t there?” asked
Ryan Erickson, a civil engineering
senior.
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COME JOIN t)UR 1997-98 EDITORIAL STAFF
Available positions include:
• Two News Editors
• Opinion Editor

• Sports Editor
• Arts Editor

• Copy Editor
• Design Editor

If you’re interested in working on the editorial staff of Mustang Daily submit an application to
Graphic Arts bldg., nxim 226, attn, Josie Miller by Friday, May 9 at noon.

Applications for editorial staff positions should include a cover letter and resume, no
more than five writing clips and a brief proposal outlining the direction you plan on
taking your section and the Mustang Daily.
Design Editor applications should replace clips with a portfolio of work.
Applicants for section editors must have completed two quarters of JOUR 3.52 (Mustang Daily
reporting). Design Eiditor must be proficient in QuarkXPress, Photoshop,
Freehand and Illustrator.
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If You're the
Kind of
Engineer
That Must
Follow Your
Designs
From
Beginning
to End...
...then
Pro-Log
Won't
Stand in
Your Way.

Pro-Log - A G reat Place to Work

M onterey - A G reat Place to Live

•W e're in our 3rd decade of designing and building
industrial computers for a wide variety of applications.
Our customers are many of the world's fastest growing
companies.
• Pro-Log products are known and respected world-wide
for high reliability and performance.. It's the talented
people at Pro-Log and their total committment to quality
that assure Pro-Log's leadership.
• All Pro-Log engineered solutions are based on open
standards, meaning compatibility as well as durability
•Engineers at Pro-Log have a history of innovation,
from STD-Bus to CompaetPCI. If you want to be
challenged, encouraged, and your creativity stimulated
consider a career at Pro-Log. Our fcKus is quality, our
commitment is total.

•Recreation! That's what Monterey Bay means to nearly 120,000
residents and thousands of visitors each year. Year round
activities include many unique opportunities for camping, hiking,
diving, boating, bicycling, golf, tennis, and more.
•N um erous cultural events and historic sites showcase Monterey's
rich cultural history. Monterey hosts many traditional festivals and
performances by renown contemporary artists.
•Monterey's central location, wonderous natural beauty, old world
charm, and available housing make it the West Coast's most alluring
community. In fact, the cost of owning or renting here is comparible
to what you'll find in Silicon Valley.
•Monterey's proximity to CSUMB and other schools and colleges
will be of great value to continuing students. Pro-Log has a
generous benefits package, including a tuition assistance program.

Or call 4 0 8 .6 4 6 .3 5 0 0 fa r more information

Visit us on the Web a t ivivw.prolog.com
P R 0 • I 0 G

MeVEIGH from page2
along with a listing of the possible
charges against them.
Ms. McVeigh did eventually
give the FBI statements and agree
to testify against her brother at
his trial only if she could not be
prosecuted.
McVeigh attorney Rob Nigh
asked if FBI agents told her they
were going to investigate the
bombing objectively.
“They told me th at he was
guilty,” she said. “He was going to
fry.”
McVeigh, who was staring
intently at his sister from across
the courtroom, could get the death
penalty if convicted of murder and
conspiracy charges.
Aside from that line of ques
tioning, Ms. McVeigh was calm
and matter-of-fact, describing her
brother’s expressions of hatred
toward the government in the
months before the bombing.
She said five months before the
blast he left a file on her computer
at her home in -upstate New York
titled “ATFREAD,” an apparent
reference to the federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
which played a central role in the
deadly 1993 raid on the Branch
Davidian compound near Waco,
Tbxas.
The message used an obscenity
to refer to federal agents and said
they would “swing in the wind one
day” for their “treasonous actions
against the Constitution.” It ended
with the words: “Die, you spine
less, cowardice bastards.”
Prosecutors contend McVeigh
bombed the Alfred P. M urrah
Federal Building to avenge the the
Waco raid, which occurred exactly
two years to the day before the
blast.
The building housed ATF
agents, including Luke Franey,
whom prosecutors called as the
next witness.
Franey recalled how on the day
of the bombing the sound of his co
workers laughing and joking was
quickly shattered. Five agents
were injured, two seriously.
After this emotional account,
the trial switched to another topic:
the prepaid telephone calling card
th at prosecutors say McVeigh used
to search for bomb-making materi
als.
Marketing executive William
Sweet said a card account was
taken out in November 1993 by a
Daryl Bridges, which prosecutors
say is an alias for McVeigh. The
card was advertised in the rightwing newspaper, the Spotlight.
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Advertise
in
Mustang
Daily and
fill up
spaces
like these.

DEATH from page 2
doctors remain free to prescribe
the two drugs together - 7 million
times last year.
The combination, banned in
Sweden and Tennessee, is popular
at weight loss centers such as
Nutri/System , whose doctors
wrote several thousand fen-phen
prescriptions last year, company
spokesman Joseph DiBartolomeo
said.
Debate over the combination
was rekindled when Ms. Linnen’s
family filed a law suit Monday
against the drug m akers, a
Walgreen’s pharmacy and the doc
tor who prescribed it.
“Instead of walking down the
aisle before a bride, I walked
behind a casket,” said Mary Jo
Linnen, mother of the 30-year-old
woman, who was 5-feet-6 and
weighed 185 to 195 pounds.
Studies show the drugs taken
separately cause prim ary pul
monary hypertension, an elevated
blood pressure of the lungs that

can cause the heart to fail - the
ofiicial cause of Ms. Linnen’s
death.
But because the drugs were
not meant to be taken together,
there is no authoritative research
to gauge the risk of taking fenphen.
“There’s no question th at fenphen produces prim ary pul
monary hypenension,” said Dr.
Lewis Rubin, director of pul
monary and critical care at the
University of Maryland Medical
System in Baltimore. “There is no
question that either drug alone
can produce pulmonary hyperten
sion. What we don’t know at this
point in time is the magnitude of
the risk of taking the drugs
together.”
Rubin, who advised Ms.
Linnen’s family on her health in
late 1996, co-wrote a New
England Journal of Medicine
study on the link between PPH
and appetite suppression. The
study, conducted in Europe, found
a 23-fold increase in the risk of
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PPH among those who took
appetite suppressants, including SENTENCE from page 2
fenfluramine. The study did not
Of those, 325 complaints have
examine the fen-phen combina resulted in ongoing criminal inves
tigations, 498 have been closed,
tion.
310 were referred to other Army
Rubin and researchers at 15
agencies because they didn’t
medical centers are trying to per involve criminal allegations and
suade manufacturers, including 110 were in the preliminary inves
Wyeth-Ayerst, to study the effects tigative pha.se.
Spinner in.sists the sex was con
of fen-phen, Rubin said.
sensual and .said the convictions
Wyeth-Ayerst spokeswoman
also reflect undue influence by top
Audrtiy Ashby said the company Army commanders, an issue he
had not seen the lawsuit and plans to raise on appeal.
Simp.son’s .sentence also cov
would not comment on it. Because
ered
five lesser charges to which he
the fen-phen combination is not
had already pleaded guilty. He
approved, the company does not
could be eligible for clemency in
recommend it, she said.
five years and eligible for parole
The Linnens’ lawsuit against after serving one-third of the sen
the company also names phenter- tence, or eight years and four
mine
m aker
Medeva months. He will be given credit for
serving nearly 14 months.
Pharmaceuticals Inc. of London,
In closing arguments, the pros
pharmacy owner Walgreen Co. of ecutor, Capt. David Thomas, asked
Deerfield, 111., and Dr. Abby for the maximum penalty of life in
Landzberg of Weymouth, Mass., prison ‘’to send a mes.sage, not only
to him but to drill sergeants past
who prescribed the drug.
and future that what he did will
not be tolerated.”
Defense attorney Capt. Edward
Brady had asked the jury to sen
tence Simpson to no jail time, say
ing the panel had already sent a
message of deterrence with its
guilty verdicts.
“The first step toward rehabili
tating a broken, humbled, defeated
man is compassion,” Brady said.
He later told reporters the sen
tence and verdict were signals that
mixed-gender basic
training
should be reconsidered.
“It’s not working. It’s a catastro
phe and no one wants to say that,”
Brady said.
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said Defense Secretary
William Cohen has visited training
bases and has heard the argu
ments that “it makes sense to have
mixed-gender training.”
“The Army believes that they
should train as they fight,” Bacon
said.

You’re smart Have fun.
Tdire the money and run

CULT from page /

Tahe a tuitv tnieraciive road in p with the new Font Escort Z X 7 on w w w lord com

Mhile there may be lots of good deals out there lor smart
people, this one is available only lo college seniors and grad
students. Get $400 cash bach* toward the purchase or $650
cash hach* toward the Red Carpel lease (or Red Carpel Opiionl
ol any eligible Ford or Mercury. Smart going And lhai includes

The new 1998 Ford Escort

the eNciiing new Ford Escort 2X2. a territic way to grab me by
the wheel. Big tun. For more College Graduate Purchase Program
into, call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www Inrd com

College Graduate Purchase Prc^ram

Mercury

*’We didn’t know anything
about it,” Clarke said. ’’The
Sheriff’s Department called us
about noon and said, ‘Do you
know these people?’ We said we
did, and they said, ‘We’ll be right
over.*”
Deputies found both men on
the floor, Crist said. Cooke was
found face-down with a plastic
bag on his head. Humphrey had a
plastic bag near him.
Both men had also packed tote
bags similar to those found near
the bodies of the Heaven’s Gate
cult members. Cri.st .said
CNN rt'ported Tuesday that it
received what appeared to be a
suicide tape from C(X)ke.
”1 would like everyone to
understand that I simply cannot
stay here any longer and 1 am
leaving Ix'cause it is time for me
to leave,” one of the men .said in a
letter accompanying the tape.
Heaven’s Gate cult members,
led by Marshall Herff Applewhite,
committed suicide in the heli(>f
they would 1h* taken to paradi.se
aboard a spaceship trailing the
Hale-Bopp cornel.
Before taking their own lives,
members operated a World Wide
VV^eh design business and al.so .set
up a site detailing their bizarre
theology of Christianity. UKOs
and agnosticism.
The Web sites are still operat
ed by former cult members,
although they were not updated
with news of Tue.sday’s events.
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FOOTBALL fwm page 12
athletic complex would be cured
because of the money saved. And,
I am certain that if Cal Poly does
n’t act on a new basketball arena
in the near future, head coach Jeff
Schneider will have a difficult
time ignoring offers from other
universities.
Lets look at Santa Clara
University, which took the risk of
dropping its football program.
Santa Clara dropped its pro
gram after the 1991-92 season and
has seen the benefits. Its basket
ball team has become a premier
program on the West Coast and
qualified for the NCAA tourna
ment twice since dropping foot
ball. Both soccer teams are auto
matic favorites to qualify for the
NCAA tourilament at the start of
every season. Every program has
received attention on the national
level. None of this would have
happened if they didn’t have the
money to do it. And the money
came from the void left by the foot
ball program.
Of course, there were some
negative ram ifications. There
were a lot of alumni and local fans
who were upset with the decision
and pulled their support for the
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university. But, for Cal Poly’s situ
ation, most of our football alumni
haven’t helped out one bit in
recent years. John Madden made
his first appearance last summer
at a dinner banquet since ending
By Deborah Hastings
his golf tournam ent a few years
Associated Press
back and hasn’t been heard of
since. The only active supporter of
SANTA MONICA, Calif. the program that I have noticed
has been San Diego Chargers’ Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
General
M anager
Bobby S tarr was ordered Tuesday to
Beathard. But he’s only con appear at a hearing for Susan
tributed some of his time and none McDougal, who has been jailed for
eight months for refusing to testi
of his cash.
Look at the logic in this situa fy before the Whitewater grand
tion and forget about the attitude jury.
S ta rr’s office did not immedi
th at a college needs a football
team. Several universities have ately return a phone call seeking
done away with their programs comment. He was ordered to
and benefited tremendously. appear May 22 by Superior Court
Students should urge the univer Judge Paul Flynn, who is presid
sity to do the same thing, so we ing over Mrs. McDougal’s pending
can see our athletic teams with criminal case in California.
Mrs. McDougal is accused of
potential grow and give our uni
embezzling about $150,000 from
versity national attention.
Football is the heavy chain symphony conductor Zubin Mehta
and his wife, Nancy, while work
holding us back.
ing as their bookkeeper and per
Franco Castaldini is a former sonal assistant from 1989 to 1992.
Mustang Daily Sports Editor
She pleaded innocent in the

Whitewater prosecutor ordered to
appear at hearing for Mrs. McDougal
Mehta case, which is unrelated to
Whitewater. She remains behind
bars because she refuses to testify
before the federal grand jury
investigating the failed Arkansas
real estate development called
Whitewater.
Mrs. McDougal, her ex-hus
band, Jim McDougal, and thenGov. Bill Clinton and wife Hillary
were equal partners in the devel
opment. Mrs. McDougal hqs con
sistently claimed th at S tarr is
conducting “a witch hunt” against
the Clintons.
Mrs. McDougal’s attorney,
Mark Geragos, said Tuesday he
wants to put Starr on the witness
stand “to get a straight answer”
about his client’s incarceration.
She was brought from Arkansas
for a pretrial hearing. Since then,
despite orders from Flynn order
ing her transferred, she’s been
held in a solitary confinement in a

Los Angeles jail on the civil con
tempt charge.
“I can’t get the sheriffs or the
feds to accept responsibility for
her custody,” said Geragos, who
often refers to his client as “a
political prisoner.”
Starr was subpoenaed Monday
while in San Francisco, Geragos
said.
McDougal received a lenient
sentence last month of three years
in prison after aiding S ta rr’s
investigation. He was convicted
last year on 18 felony counts and
faced up to 84 years imprison
ment for defrauding his savings
and loan and the federal govern
ment.
Mrs. McDougal was sentenced
to two years in prison but has yet
to begin serving it. She was jailed
for contempt in September, and
can be held up to 18 months.

Save 50% - 75% on
Cal Poly Tee Shirts,
Sweatshirts and morei
May 6 ,7 & 8 Sam - 3pm
In the tents next to Campus Store
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GET EXCITED FOR GREEK WEEK!

SIOOO’s POSSIBLE TYPING
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-2386 for
listings.

C A S H F O R C O M IC S & G A M IN G IT E M S -

New Comics Wednesday Mornings!
New Games Weekly. CAPT. NEMO
COMICS 779 Marsh St. 544-NEMO
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CASH PAID FOR USED CD’S, TAPES,
& LP’S. CHEAP THRILLS $
RECYCLED RECORDS. 563 Higuera
New Release C D ’s only $12.98
Open M-Sat Till 9.
Change that Counts!
Vote May 7 or 8

Iv X

I S

All Students!
Give us your opinion!
Focus groups now forming. HURRY!
Free snacks & Gift certificates
for all participants.
Call Jeff @ 541-5709 M&W:1-3, 6-8
or 756-5317 T&Th:4-6 for info.

CINDY ENTZI
for ASI President

KIEWIT PACIFIC
Information Session
Thurs. May 8 @ 7-9 pm
The Avenue South End

GET PUBLISHED
ON THE WEB!
Submit articles, reviews, opinions,
etc for a national college audience
in a non-commercia Iweb zine.
Send to snaughto@oboe or call
Sandra at 756-1796. Due 5/12.

GOT SOMETHING TO
SELL?
GOT SOMETHING TO
RENT?
Put it

NEC ELECTRONICS - ROSEVILLE
Information Session
Thurs. May 8 @ 7-9 pm
Staff Dining Room C

SCHLUMBERGER TECHNOLOGIES
Information Session
Thurs. May 8 @ 6-8 pm
Staff Dining Room A
l- .x I I It I . , \IX .\II..X I

in the Mustang Daily and
GET RESULTSI

This Friday May 9
ASI Films Presents:

777 SEVEN 777

STUDY ABROAD

Chumash 4 pm $1

AIFS INFO MEETING
THURS MAY 8 6PM UU 219

S l - . l t \ l( I..S
OPEN HOUSE
Director Positions Available
Pick up applications at UU 209

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 PTS
G RE214PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Loving Couple wanting to adopt
can help with expenses
Please call Jaylene 237-2108

I* I; K S (

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

K.w i : l

) . \ . \ 1. S

Looking for Someone Special:
Moving to Cambria to build my home
in my ranch. Need a friend
to share my life with. I am
very young middle age professional,
well educated, athletic, and
financially secure. HoF>e to find
a marriage minded woman who
loves animals and ranch living
life style. Please write and if possible
send a photo to K
75 La Perla Foothill Ranch,
California 92610

EUROPEAN TRAVEL
WORKSHOPS
Wed. May 7, 7-8 pm U U 2 1 9
For more info call 756-1750!

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Begin now. For
info call 301-429-1326.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing Industry. Learn how
students can earn up to
$2,850/mo. -I- benefits
(Room and Board). Call
Alaska Information Services
206-971-3514 Ext. A60053
G O V’T FORCLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free. 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-2386
for current listings.
Need Career Guidence?
In depth horoscope report. Find
your natural talent & more!
15 pgs. of incredible insight.
Pis. send - DOB, time, place +
$10.95 to: Summers, P.O. Box 971
La Habra, CA 90631
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW’s,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4W D’s.
Your Area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000
Ext. A-2386 for current listings.
Sum m er’s Coming!
Are you Ready??
Doctor-Supervised Weight Loss
Phen-Fen Student Discount w/I.D.
(800)342-2080
Wanted: Golfers For Study
Skilled 15hdcp or lower
Hit 100 Free Balls!
Call 544-9439 space limited

EARN UP TO $2,000 part time
in just 4-8 weeks. Memolink
needs 1 highly motivated ind.
to direct its summer sales/
marketing project at Cal Poly.
Contact David at (800) 563-6654
Film Production, Talent Management,
and Internships available. Call
Creative Artists Management
800-401-0545
Riding Instructor: Horseback
riding teaching experience req’d,
summer day camp in Walnut Creek.
Certification recommended or
willing to obtain. 510-937-6500.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS
City of Morro Bay; 20-40 hrs/wk
Mon-Fri; on-site supervision
for summer camp; $4.97-6.23/hr;
Apply 100 Kennedy Way, Morro
Bay; 772-6278; Open until filled.

SUMMER JOBS
Fine Sequoia High Sierra Family
Resort at Cool 7500’ seeks
Live-In Counselors to Teach:
•English - Western Equitation (2)
•Tennis - Adults & Youth (1)
•Adult Crafts & Jewelry (1)
•Sailing (1) - 6 Sabot boats
•Trampoline (1)
•Riflery - 8 Shooting Stations (1)
•Archery & Riflery (1)
•Guitar + Campfire Songleader (1)
•Swimming/Lifeguard (1)

ALSO NEED:

•-.\ii M.( )^■.\ll:.x r

Special Events Director to lead
Theme Nights, Laughs, Variety
Show & Festivities.
800-227-9966
Dates June 12 - Sept. 4, 1997

CAMP COUNSELORS & INSTRUCTORS;

Summer Day Camp in Contra Costa
County area is looking for energetic,
responsible individuals to work from
June 16-August 29. Group counselors.
wranglers, archery instructor, and
lifeguards please apply. CPR and First
Aid Certificates required. Some
positions will require a Class B drivers
license. Fax resume to: 510-937-6590
or www.advcamp.com.
Phone: 510-937-6500

( )lM’01t 1.1’M I 11-S

Credit Manager

mCAUTIONM!
Make No Investments or Provide
No Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisments
in the Opportunities Section

Needed next yr for Mustang
Daily. Prefer senior business major,
MBA, or business oriented student.
Pay starts at $6.00/hr. Send resumes
and letter to Bldg. 26 Room 226
ATTN: A.J. Schuermann

MISTER BOFFO
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SUMMER JOBS: Have Fun!
Work outdoors with children!
Gain valuable work experience!
If your summer residence is in
the San Fernando or Conejo
Valley; Ventura; Camarillo;
Malibu; or Simi Valley, we are
looking for fun. caring Summer
Day Camp staff. General counselors
& specialists: swimming,
horses, boating, fishing, ropes
course, music, drama, & much
more. Summer salaries range
$2,100-$3,200-*-. Call today for
more information (818) 865-6263

Summer Camp Counselors!
Roughing It Day Camp - SF Bay Area
hiring Group Counselors/Teachers:
Sports/swim/horseback ride/canoe/
crafts/fish/row/mt. bike/rock climb.
Refs/Exper/Excel DMV 510-283-3795

Summer Work
Are you competitive?
Do you love a challenge?
Make $6500 this summer
Call 1(800)235-6435

L o u S .\u -:
Computer for Sale - 486DX $700.00
Loaded 4xCD ROM 540K 8 MEGRAM
Must Check Out! Marcia 481-6084
Get Blazing x2 56K speeds NOW!
www.thegrid.net 888-333-4743

H i:x r.\i. I l( )t si.xo
2
bedroom Cedar Creek Condo®
$1,100-one yr lease. Info call 543-8370
Quaint Arroyo Grande Village
3 bed house for rent with appt.
attch. New decorated 1 bk to
village. $900.00 per month
first and cleaning-no pets
Leave message 489-1296

SUMMER SUBLET!
3
Bdrm house, washer & dryer.
Very close to downtown (Buchón).
Avail 6-13-97. Some furniture.
Please call 544-1208 or 784-0438 ,

SUMMER SUBLET!
Close to Poly, Close to Downtown.
Furnished Room, Move in Finals Week.
Cheap!! Call Mark @ 546-9249
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A F R E E L IS T O F ALL H O U S E S & C O N D O S
F O R S A L E IN S L O

Steve Nelson • Nelson Real Estate
•*•546-1990**^
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale
Avail on Campus--15 Yrs Experience
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432
Large 2Br 1 5Ba Condo $129,900
Newer 3Br 2Ba Mobile Hm $55,000
For a list of all available
homes in SLO Call Jim McBride
C-21 S.L. Properties 783-4403

Really Big!!
5 Br 2.5 ba 2200 SF home 15 min
to Poly in Morro Bay Hts. 2.5 car Gar
on 50x190 lot. Complete Remodel
w/hardwood floors. $265,900, owner
to nelp with finance. John Lay - C21
SLO Properties 772-2267

by Joe Martin

IN THE BLEACHERS

By Steve Moore
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CITIZEN DOG

BY HARK O’HARE

"Ignore the wiggly balloons, Louie. The fans
are Just trying to psych you out."

SPORTS
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Football’s
Booker
resigns amid
controversy

Waiting for the pitch
%

Daily Staff Report

♦ ji ■

Cal Poly defensive line coach
George Booker resigned Monday
after a confrontation with new
Cal Poly head coach Larry Welsh,
the Telegram-Tribune reported
Tuesday.
Citing a difference in philoso
phy the second-year assistant
resigned Monday. A press release
from Cal Poly cites his reasoning
as, “to pursue other opportuni
ties.”
The Telegram-Tribune reports
th at Booker felt frustrated with
Welsh and that Welsh was doing
things his way and not listening
to Booker or other coaches.
Booker, 29, came to Cal Poly
after coaching the defensive linefor three years at Montana State
University.
Welsh was hired on April 11 to
replace Andre Patterson, who left
to become an assistant for the
New England Patriots.

Maybe
axing it
would
be best?
By Franco Castaldini
Special to the Daily
I have jokingly debated about
my opinion in the past, but now
I’m serious on my stance.
Drop the Cal Poly football pro
gram.
For the benefit of the universi
ty, the student body, and all other
athletic teams, it’s time to realize
th at the football program is going
nowhere, yet taking a chunk of
money with it.
When Cal Poly athletic teams
moved into the Big West
Conference, football was left
behind. The team remains at the
Division I-AA level and competes
as an independent because of its
low scholarship level.
The only string left th at kept
the team tightly woven together
was coach Andre Patterson who
left for the New England Patriots
in March.
Then Athletic Director John
McCutcheon and the committee to
hire a new coach made the worst
move yet. When the announce
ment was made th at Cal Poly
hired Atascadero High School’s
football coach Larry Welsh, it
reverberated immediate confusion
among players, students, and the
community and created questions
that still haven’t been answered.
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The Cal Poly softball
team swept the Cal
State Fullerton Titans
last Saturday 5-3 and
6-5. But Sunday they
were the victims of a
sweep by Long Beach
State, 1-0 and 3-1. The
Mustangs finish the
regular season with a
36-17 overall record
and a 17-14 record in
the Big West. Cal Poly
finished fourth in the
Big West. The team
will find out if they
make it to NCAA
Regionals held later in
May on Sunday at 6
p.m.
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Just out of reach
The men’s tennis
team finished up its
season last weekend
at the Big West
Conference
Championship in
New Mexico. The
Mustangs lost to
New Mexico State,
4-0 and University of
Idaho 4-0 to end
their season. Cal
Poly missed an
opportunity to play in
the NCAA Nationals
by finishing seventh
in the West region
while only the top
five were taken.
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The adm inistration never
explained to the local community
and the student body why it decid
ed to hire a less qualified coach
compared to the other candidates
who had abundant experience at
the collegiate level. That caused
immediate speculation.
All those interested in the situ
ation decided to wait until the sea
son started before judgments were
made about Welsh. But, it seems
recent developments have already
ignited interest in the subject once
again.
The hostile departure of defen
sive line coach George Booker on
Monday gives some indication. It
told us that Welsh is not favored
by the football staff and players.

In fact, I had early conversations
with players who indicated that
Welsh was not the team ’s choice. I
wasn’t certain it would erupt so
soon.
My conversations with players
told me th at the new offensive
plays designed by Welsh resem
bled what they called “high school
level.”
Booker’s
resignation
.stemmed from his di.sagreement
with Welsh’s defensive philosophy.
In a recent Telegram-Tribune arti
cle Booker said, “I’ve tried to show
him ...that he’s doing stuff th at’s
outdated in football and I’ve
talked to people in the pros and
hig colleges and they laugh at
what I tell them.”
The succession of negative

events for the Cal Poly football
program causes me to believe that
the university would benefit with
out a team.
Ju st in the pa.st year we have
witnessed immediate potential
with several other teams. The
men’s basketball team has proba
bly the most potential, with its tal
ented coaching staff probably
receiving phone calls for highly
paid positions in already estab
lished programs.
The softball team has been con
sistently ranked among the top
ten teams in the nation the entire
sea.son. And the baseball team
broke into the rankings this year
by defeating teams like Fresno
State. Both soccer team s had

immediate success in their new
conferences.
All of these teams with great
potential to give Cal Poly national
attention are lacking one thing
that the football team is taking
away from them. Money.
If the program was dropped it
would free up the money u.sed for
football scholarships (35 last
year), traveling expenses, and
equipment. Obviously, the football
program takes the biggest chuck
because it has the largest numb<*r
of participants and uses the most
equipment.
Over time, the headache over
where to find money for the new
See FCX)TBAU page 10

